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PREFACE 
This st-udy is. concerned with the analysis of syllables and 
pauses found in two-person conversations. The conversations analyzed 
are those between a mother and her child and between the same child 
and his or her teacher. The primary objective is to determine how 
the characteristics of syllable strings and pauses relate to the 
child's academic performance. Statistical tests are made upon the 
data gathered from tape recordings of these conversations to analyze 
this relationship. 
The author wishes to express her appreciation to her major 
adviser, Dr. Donald E. Allen, for his guidance, assistance, and 
encouragement throughout this study. Appreciation is also expressed 
to the other committee members, Dr. Charles K. Edgley and 
Dr. Winona R. Somervill for their assistance in the preparation of 
the final manuscript. 
Special thanks are given to my husband, Richard s. Brown, for 
understanding and encouragement given in the preparation of this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM: 
Introduction 
A child begins to learn basic skills that will be necessary 
later in life at an early age. Certain of these skills such as 
reading, writing and number skills begin being stressed as early as 
preschool or kindergarten and expected at certain levels· of compe-
tence at the first grade level. The age from five to seven seems to 
be a very eventful stage for the child in terms of learning new con-
cepts and learning to communicate them in ways that they have never 
before tried. 
The three types of skills mentioned above can be utilized only 
after the child is able to communicate verbally. Speech is seen to 
be the basis for other skills that follow. Reading what one has 
heard or spoken is learned first after speech by pairing sounds heard 
with printed letters. 
Number concepts follow next in the line of skill learning. In 
this case it is relating concepts of number or value to that of the 
printed charact.er that is learned. After speaking, reading and under-
standing of numerical concepts comes another important skill: that 
of writing. Writing seems to tie all the other mentioned skills 
together. 
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Since these skills are so necessary and valuable, it would seem 
to be a good idea to be able to predict the ~evel of performance of 
these skills at an early stage. By this means if a low skill level is 
predicted, then a little extra time could be spent with the child to 
see where help is needed. This extra time would probably be better 
spent at this stage of development of the skill than later on when 
habits and patterns become more fixed. 
Statement of the Problem 
Can a reasonable and fairly accurate estimate of academic 
performance (reading, writing and math skills) be made knowing certain 
characteristics (syllable strings and pauses) of speech patterns in 
the child's conversation? 
Purpose of the Study 
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The purpose of this study is to show that the particular repre-
sentations of syllable strings and pauses found in conversation between 
a mother and her kindergarten level child can pred.ict the child 1 s test 
scores in the areas of reading, writing and math at the first grade 
level. It is proposed that more and/or longer syllable strings of 
the child or of the mother will be correlated with higher test scores 
in these areas. 
Background and Value of the S·tudy 
The data to be used in this study was collected by Donald E. Allen 
and Rebecca Guy in elementary schools in Memphis, Tennessee, and Tulsa, 
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Oklahoma. The data consists of three tape recordings per child of 107 
first-born working class children engaged in social conversation with 
either their mother or teacher. Each child was taped for a five-
minute interval while talking to his or her mother at the kindergarten 
level and again taped two more times approximately one year later at 
the level of first grade. These two tapes were between mother and 
child and between teacher and child. 
Reading, writing and math tests were given the children at the 
first grade level. The reading and math tests were extracted from the 
McGraw-Hill Achievement Test series. The writing test was administered 
by asking the child to write a story. The writing test was not stand-
ard, but was pretested and found to be a reasonable measure of writing 
performance. 
It is hoped that this study will contribute to the study of the 
sociology of language in perhaps a new area that has not been fully 
utilized. Its emphasis on kindergarten and first grade children is 
valuable in that respect and also points to further research dealing 
with other age groups. 
Another value of this study may be seen in the characteristics· 
of langauge (speech) that are first noticed by the child. For example, 
"It is reported by many authors that children first attend to the 
intensity and duration of speech, to emotional quality and intonation 
rather than to its phonetic characteristics. 111 At this time in the 
child's development, possibly the child would still be more keenly 
aware of the characteristics that this report studies; that is, of 
syllable strings and pauses. 
Assumptions 
This study assumes that a physical representation (loudness 
variation) of a conversation can be an adequate representation of one 
part of conversation, and from these variations in loudness syllable 
strings and pauses can be defined. 
This study assumes that when the taped conversation of the 
mothers and their kindergarten level children were recorded that each 
recording was made under circumstances most :familiar to the child and 
that the child was contributing to the conversation in his or her 
usual manner. The recording was made in the child's home between the 
child and his or her mother. The mother and child were talking alone 
at the family dinner table. No particular topic was demanded, simplY 
that the mother and child carry on a conversation for a five-minute 
interval. In other words, the conversation was spontaneous. 
Although it may be argued that the child may have felt appre-
hensive about being recorded, this study assumes that since the 
recording was made in the child's home with his or her mother present 
that the effect of the tape recorder was minimal. 
Limitations 
This study does not seek to label a child as "talkative" or 
"quiet" as a general personality trait, but rather tries to determine 
how the child contributes to a conversation under circumstances most 
familiar to the child. 
It is also realized that many other factors influence social 
"exchanges" called conversation; such as facial expressions, body 
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position, pitch of voice, the setting of the place of conversation, or 
such· concepts as sarcasms, symbolisms or metaphors. Labov phraseq it 
this way. 
There is a great deal to be done in describing and analyzing 
the patterns of use of l~nguages and dialects within a spe-
cific culture: the forms of 1 speech events 1 ; the rules for 
appropriate selection of speru<ers; the interrelations of 
speaker, addressee, audience, topic, channel, and setting; 
and the ways in which the speakers draw upon the resources 
of their language to perform c.e.rtain functions. 2 
An illustration of one of. these problems is in the following 
example of Hamblin, where the child was able to say a lot, but did 
not grasp the meaning of what he was saying. 
Despite Ross's rapid language development, his excellent 
articulation and his more than adequate conversation, it 
became apparent that there were substantial, although 
not obvious, gaps in Ross's grasp of expressive language.3 
A further explanation of Ross's understanding of language is that 
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"while his pronunciation was unusually good, these words were not used 
to communicate. He could name many objects, but he did not make re-
quests, answer questions, or talk about his experiences. 114 
Although it is recognized that these problems in describing 
language do exist, it is still thought that syllable strings and 
pauses, while not necessarily related to meaning, are related to the 
quality of the conversation and the amount of feedback each partner 
in the conversation allows the other. In this way syllable strings 
and pauses may be studied as an important part of conversation. 
Due to the enormity of factors that could be considered as part 
of conversation, only syllable strings and pauses will be studied in 
this research project. 
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Definition of Terms 
A basic definition relative to this study is the term found in 
the title: syllable string. A syllable string is defined as a number 
of' words spoken together with no pauses exceeding 0.4 seconds. If' a 
pause is found of' that length or longer, then a syllable string is 
determined and counted and the length of' time used to utter those 
sounds is noted. A sentence may be a syllable string, but more usually 
a sentence· co'ntains several syllable strings. 
In 1968 Goldman-Eisler found in her research the imp?rtance of' 
pauses in co'nversation and the concept of' syllable strings. 
Spontaneous speech was shown to be a highly fragmented and 
disco'ntinuous activit-y. \\fnen even at its most :fluent, 
two-thirds of spoken language comes in chunks of less than 
six words, the attribute of' flow 8.J].d fluency in spontaneous 
speech must be judged an illusion. 5 
For this study four different categories o:f the tape recorded 
conversation were separated and analyzed. They are labeled as Syllable 
Strings, Time Per String, Pause Time and Interactor Gap Time. These 
categories are summed by variables of race and sex, but are always 
separated in terms of adult and child. 
The category of Syllable S;t,rin...gQ is the number of syllable 
strings spoken by either the child or adult in the taped co'nversation. 
~ ~ String is the sum of times used in speaking the sylla-
ble strings. Time is measured in seconds. 
Pause ~ is the time between syllable strings while one person 
(child or adult) is speaking. These are pauses that one person used 
while speaking. 
Interactor Gap ~ is the pause time between speakers; for example 
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the time bet-ween a direct question and an answer. The child 1 s inter-
actor gap time is that time from the point the adult stops speaking 
until the child begins to speak. And similarly, the adult 1 s interactor 
gap time is the time from when the child stops speaking until the 
adult starts speaking. 
Summary 
It is postulated that mother/child conversation at the kinder-
garten level is important for predicting the child's academic 
performance at the first grade level. More specifically, that the 
physical representations of syllable strings and pauses identifiable 
in social conversation between a mother and her kindergarten-level 
child can predict the child's test scores in the areas of reading, 
math and writing at the first grade level. It is also predicted that 
more and/or longer syllable strings of the child or of the mother is 
correlated with higher test scores in these areas. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 Roger Brown, Words~ Things (Glencoe, Illinois, 1957), 
p. 202. 
2william Labov, Sociolinguistic Patterns (Philadelphia, 1972), 
p. 184. 
3Robert L. Hamblin et al., ~Humanization Process: A Social 
Behavioral Ana],ysis 2f Children's Problems (New York, 1971),-p. 232. 
4Ibid., p. 218. 
5F. Goldman-Eisler, Psycholinguistics: E?q?eriments in Spon-
taneous Speech (New York, 1968), p. 31. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Introduction 
When Goldman-Eisler first began work on an assignment to study 
techniques of interviewing in 1945, she found that an interviewer's 
ability to use spontaneity to his own advantage in the interview was 
a sign of a succ.essful interviewer. This type of interviewer used the 
feedback he received to define his next question. The interview was 
not pre-structured. She found that when efforts were made to increase 
the reliability and validity of the interview by structuring it more, 
that the interview lost this spontaneity and the more obvious was the 
need for feedback • 
. In 1968 Goldman-Eisler found that successful interviewers 
••• operate as artists and craftsmen do, unwilling and, 
because their exercise is largely intuitive, unable to 
accept the strictures of techniques of standardization 
derived from alien methods such as questionnaires and 
tests.1 
The interviewer, as a mother with her child, should use sponta-
nei ty and feedback from the child to successfully gain some insight 
into the child's contribution to the conversation. Standardization 
cannot be used in these dyadic conversations. The child, too, cannot 
hope to learn to communicate well with his mother if he does not allow 
her feedback to the conversation. 
9 
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The spontaneity of the conversations being analyzed in this 
study is important in the sense of being a measure of two person's 
contributions to a dyadic conversation, and the feedback they allow 
each other. 
Goldman-Eisler, trying to work within the field of psychology, 
was frustrated in her attempt to bring this spontaneity and its 
related social factors into an acceptable area· of research. She fotmd, 
"Living speech and language as used in spontaneous human communication 
was placed outside the pale of the legitimate area of psychological 
enquiry as indeed were other creative pursuits of human beings. n2 
Surprizingly enough, some sociologists are critical of methods 
similar to Goldman-Eisler's, but for opposite reasons. They feel that 
this type of enquiry is too conce.rned vrith methodology and not enough 
with sociological theory. However, another viewpoint is that, 11The 
social sciences, and especially sociology, have long needed relevant 
ratio measures to analyze basic soci.al processes • 113 This thesis has 
developed and applied several new techniques to the direct· study of 
the dyadic conversation. 
The conversational process in dyadic form is readily accessible 
to direct application of these precise measures. As Allen and Guy 
noted in an analysis of similar data, 
The conversational process makes an excellent vehicle for 
the development of precise measures. It is rich in a 
variety of small behavioral elements which are readily 
recognized and recorded. These elements combine and 
recombine in certain well-ordered rhythms of action and 
expressions. 4 
This thesis is an attempt to show that ce.rtain characteristics 
of language are predictors of academic performance. Specifically, 
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there is an attempt to find relationships between sounds (and silences) 
found in the language of the dyadic conversation to how the child of 
the dyad performs academically on tests of reading, math and writing 
ability. 
Major Theory 
The major theory behind this thesis is that sounds (and silences) 
of language are predictors of academic performance. For the purpose 
of this study, the sounds of lru1guage are defined in terms of number 
of syllables spoken, number of syllable strings, time used in speaking 
these strings, time used pausing while speaking, and time used in 
pausing before replying to a comment or question. The language is 
defined as those sounds and silences found in a dyadic conversation 
between a mother and her kindergarten child in a tape recorded five-
minute spontaneous conversation. The academic scores associated with 
this theory is defined as the child's academic scores in reading, math 
and writing at the first grade level. 
It is assumed that the component parts (syllables and pauses) 
of a dyadic conversation exist in an identifiable form and are sepa-
rable according to speaker. The methods used for this purpose are 
described in detail in Chapter IV, METHOD AND PROCEDURE. Only after 
these methods have been utilized can any fUrther analysis be applied 
to the data. 
Individual Consistency 
Goldman-Eisler found that a major factor that had an effect on 
phrase length was that of individual differences and its effectwas 
highly significant. A tentative hypothesis in this study is that 
syllable strings and pauses are expected to be similar for a given 
individual (child) speaking to two different persons (mother and 
teacher). 
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In this study the child's syllables and pauses were correlated 
for two different conversations. One correlation was made with the 
child and his mother and other with his teacher. It is hypothesized 
that similarities will be found in the way the child talks to his moth-
er and the way he talks to his teacher. 
If results from this hYPothesis are found as expeci;;ed, then 
the conclusions consistent with the theory will be that syllables and 
pauses are identifiable in a person's conversation and that these 
variables are reasonably consistent even when varying the speech 
partner and the setting where the conversation took place. This will 
add strength to the theory since if this hypothesis is found to be 
correct", then different tape recordings of the same child would not 
predict" totally different academic scores for the same child. 
Relationship to Academic Performance· 
To contribute to a conversation, a child must have a minimum 
knowledge of language usage and be able to share this knowledge 
through sound communication. Although many other factors are involved 
in conversation, sound and non-sound (silence) are always present as 
a part of language. 
Sounds and pauses are readily available for precise measure. 
Acc.ording to a textbook in sociological methods, 11 There is no funda-
mental reason why social scientists cannot measure phenomena relevant 
to their inquiry. 115 These measures will be made and relationships to 
academic performance will be determined. 
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It is tentatively predicted that the more syllables that are 
spoken and the shorter the time used in pauses, the higher the academic 
scores of the child will be. An explanation for this prediction is 
that more sounds emitted would mean that more words (sounds) were 
being used (unless the same words were being used over and over again); 
and therefore a more complete knowledge of language was being used by 
that speaker. More knowledge of language would car1~ over into areas 
where a knowledge of language was necessary; into the academic areas 
of reading, math and writing. 
However, it is known that there must exist a limit on the number 
of words that can be spoken in a five minute interval. Although this 
limit is not known, its presence must be noted. For example, there 
is also a limit on the pause time possible. If no one sa~s a word the 
entire five minute interval, then the maximum pause time can only be 
five minutes. There is also a limit on the number of syllables one 
speaker can speak and still allow the other speaker time to contribute 
to the conversation. For if one speaker completely dominates the 
conversation, it is really a one-sided harangue and not a conversation 
at all. 
Thus, although it is predict.ed that more syllables will be 
correlated with a higher academic score, it is also noted that if too 
many syllables are spoken by one speaker, the correlation cannot hold. 
If all children in the analysis contribute at least the minimum 
number of syllables necessary for the conversation to have substance, 
then the results might turn out to be opposite to those predicted. 
14 
The children who contributed too much for a true interchange of ideas 
to have taken place will probably be associated with lower academic 
scores; therefore the children with fewer syllables spoken will appear 
to be better academically rated. 
FOOTNOTES 
1F. Goldman-Eisler, Psycholinguistics: Erneriments !a Spontaneous. 
Speech (New York, 1968) , p. 1 •. 
2Ibid, 
3nonald E. Allen and Rebecca F $ Guy, Conversation Analysi~: The 
Sociology 2£ ~ (The Hague, The Netherlands, 1974), p, 1. 
4Ibid, 
5Earl R. Babbie, ~ Practice£! Social Research (Belmont, 
Cali£ornia1 1975), p, 26. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
A review of the literature has turned up many varied approaches 
to the subject involved in this study: language. Some approaches 
are totally in the realm of psychology while others seem to borrow the 
best from the two fields of psychology and sociology. It is this type 
of approach that will be utilized in this study. Numerical procedures 
such as statistics will be applied to social data gathered from the 
socfal conversations recorded. 
An· approach also quite similar to the approach used in this 
study is that area of sociology called sociolinguistics. It is also 
sometimes called "the sociology of language." Sociolinguistics deals 
with large-scale social factors and their mutual interaction with 
languages and dialects. Also included in sociolinguistics is a field 
more concerned with the details of language in actual use. It is the 
field which Hymes has named, "the ethnography of speaking."1 This 
.field deals with more of the social rules and interrelationships of 
the persons involved and also in how they draw upon their past knowl-
edge to contribute to the social conversation. 
As previously mentioned, due to the enormity of factors that 
could be considered as part of cOnversation, the study must be limited 
16 
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to only a few factors. The factors that have been chosen for analysis 
in this study are syllable strings and pauses found in social conver-
sation. 
Psychology and Psycholinguistics 
As noted before, speech is perhaps the most basic of skills 
that a child can have at his disposal in developing other skills such 
as reading, math and writing. Luria and Yudovich have commented 
on the importance of speech and the necessity for further research in 
this area. 
It is well known to scientific or materialistic psychology 
that speech, which reflects objective reality, directly 
influences the formation of cOmplex human activity. As 
yet, however, insufficient material has been provided to 
establish, with the necessary precision and on a firm 
foundation of evidence, the extent to which language exer-
cises this formative influence on mental processes • • • 
and with what specific results.2 
Luria and Yudovich conducted an experiment with a pair of 
identical.twins five years of age who suffered· from a defect which 
created conditions for a retardation of speech development. Luria 
and Yudovich found that as the twins became prepared for the acqui-
sition of a langauge system not only did they develop new forms of 
cOmmunication with the aid of developing verbal speech, but also there 
were significant changes in the structure of their cOnscious activity, 
built up on the basis of verbal speech. 
Goldman-Eisler has dealt extensively with a somewhat different 
approach to f3peech. She has used the approach of dividing time into 
periods of activity (speech) and inactivity (silence) to arrive at a 
new direction in conversational analysis. In her first study, 
Goldman-Eisler (1951) found a stable variable in the patterning of 
soci"al conversations 11 is to be found, not so much in those measures 
which are conce.rned with their act"ive behavior, as in those belonging 
to the intervals o:f inac ti vi ty between the periods o:f action. 11 3 The 
variables of pause time and interactor gap are thought to be stable 
elements in this study. 
A later finding of Goldman-Eisler was that 
••• tendencies :for maintaining long periods of silence 
or holding up action a·t; one extreme, or incapacity to do· 
so and precipitate action at the other, were found to 
constitute a relatively permanent feature of individuals' 
conversational behavior.4 
This idea o:f individual consistency is· important in predicting 
academic scores from syllable strings and pauses in this study, for 
i:f these two variables are not fairly s-l:;able then predictions o:f 
academic scores would vary so widely as not to be use:ful. 
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Another :finding relating to pauses and interactor gaps was that 
11 these periods of silence were shown to be the main determinants o:f 
the rate o:f speech and this in turn emerged as a personality charac_. 
teristic ·of remarkable constancy.n5 
The important thing to remember is this type of study is that 
it is involved in social conversation; not of the type of speaking 
that is read from a book, but spontaneous conversation. Acc·ording to 
Goldman-Eisler there is a big di:fferenc.e. 
Spontaneous speech was found to di:ffer from readings o:f 
prepared texts in that a large proportion o:f pauses in 
spontaneous speech does not :fit in with the linguistic 
_structUre, an_d does not serve communication.6 · 
The type o:f psycholinguistic ·research that Goldman-Eisler does 
seems very closely tied to sociology. Her publications were very 
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valuable in the preparation of this study. 
The initial spur to Goldman-Eisler's study was the work of 
anthropologist E. D. Chappel. Chappel selected the duration of 
periods of speech and silence in interviews and their interac·tion as 
his variable, measuring and relating them in sequential order and 
representing their progress in time. 
A·considerable number of writings are now in existence in the 
area of pgycholinguistics such as the work of George F. Mahl and 
G. Schultze (Psychological Research in the Extralinguistic Area, 
"Approaches to Semantics.," edited bY T. A. Sebeck et al., Mouton & Co., 
The Hague, 1964) and also the work of s. Ervin-Tripp and D. I. Slobin 
(Psycholinguistics, Annual Review of Psychology 17 1 435 1 1966). 
The existing literature in psycholinguistics will help in this 
study with the identification of syllable strings and pauses and will 
also aid in the analysis of relationships between the two variables 
and other selected variables. 
Individual Differences 
It mey appear that there is an attempt to quantifY all data and 
to ignore individual differences. A certain amount of this will 
necessarily be done using the type of analyses that have been chosen; 
however, it is recognized that individual differences do exist and 
that they are important. 
Joyce· o. Hertzler phrased this in 6_ Socio~ £!Language. 
Linguistic behavior ••• is learned, habitual, socially 
standardized and subject to normative control. Yet there 
is always some individualization of a language bY members 
of the speech coinmuni ty, some particularity in each person 1 s 
use of it.7 
Goldman-Eisler also recognized the importance of individual 
difference·s. 
The duration of hesitation pauses was shown to be a highly 
variable phenomenon, symptomatic of individual differences~ 
sensitive to the pressures of social interaction and to the 
requirements of verbal tasks and diminishing with learning: 
i.e., with the reduction in the spontaneity of the process.8 
.Standardized Tests 
Although standardized tests have inherent in their use certain 
drawbacks, today's society has made their use practically indispen-
sible in "ordering" the classroom to a certain extent. Robert Mackay 
commented on standardized tests. 
Standardized tests are instruments which are invented to 
produceobjective information. It is important to note 
that this form of knowledge is a necessary part of any 
large bureaucracy of which schools are among the most 
refined and proliferated examples.9 
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A criticism of standardized tests being used to define intelli-
gence was given 'Qv David Roth, 11A conception of intelligence and 
standardized input/output pairs is useless because it neglects the 
irregularity and discontinuity of the interaction process. 1110 Roth 
goes on to e~~lain this. 
Conventional testing theory conceives of. the interaction 
between tester or teacher and child in terms of strictly 
standardized and isolated pairs and questions and an-
swers •. But such standardized routines are not effective 
in probing children's background knowledge. 11 
This e~lanation notes the problems that will arise when the adult 
adjusts his questions to the child's answers orwhen the child adjusts 
his answers in response to the adult's actions. 
In 1974 Aaron v. Cicourel wrote of the importance of having 
those who are most involved in the classroom being included in this 
type of research. 
Our academic claims to knowledge about the child's perform-
ance under testing and classroom conditions seldom include 
insightful reports of teachers who have written about their 
experiences • • • instead we usually rely on more formal 
discussions by educational psychologists who depend on the 
developments and administration of a variety of tests to 
support their claims about the child 1 s abilities .12 
In the use of this study, it mi~ht be wise to remember that 
what syllable strings and pauses are correlated to are standardized 
tests. Possibly some other measure could be found to measure 
"competence·, 11 but then it too would have to be "standardized." 
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CHAPTER IV 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
The methods used in this study are of more of a mathematical 
nature than is usually found in sociology. However, it is felt that 
alternative approaches to the study of social interactions can be of 
value and use to the field of sociology. 
Data Collection Background 
The data used in this study was collected by Donald Allen and 
Rebecca Guy in elementary schools in Memphis, Tennessee and Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. The data includes three tape recOrdings per child of 107 
first-born working class children engaged in social conversation with 
either their mother or teacher. 
Each child was taped for a five-minute interval while talking 
to his or her mother at the kindergarten level and again taped bvo 
more times at the level of first grade; one between teacher/child and 
the other between mother/child. An effort was made to include an 
equal number of males and females and an equal number of white and 
black children in this study. 
Reading, writing, and math tests were given the children at 
the first grade level. The reading and math tests were extracted 
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from the :McGraw-Hill Achievement Test series. Each test was shOl"tened 
so it could be corapleted in ten minutes or lC)SS by the child. Reading 
scores ranged from 6 to 40 and math scores from 25 to 60. Appendix A 
contains copies of the actual tests used. 
The writing test was administered by asking th.e child to write 
a story given the information, "Write a mal..;:e believe story: Pretend 
you met a nice 1i ttle dog who could talk. i'Jhat did he tell you? \¥hat 
did you tell him?" The \'lri ting test was not standard but was pretested 
and found to be a reasonable measure of writing performance. One 
point was given in scoring the tests for each word recognizable, 
another point if the word was correctly formed (spelled), Emd another 
point for each correctly used punctuation mark. 1JJri ting scores ranged 
from 0 to 158. 
Instrumentation 
The hardware used in the analysis of this data was as follows: 
A tape recorder was used to record the social conversation. A stereo 
tape recorder was necessary so t1110 different tracks could be identified • ,
one for each speaker. Fifty-four cassettes were used :for recording 
these conversations. 
When recording social conversation, each speaker had one micro-
phone pointed towards him. Therefore, when recording, by comparing 
the intensity of the two tracks, the track with the highest amp 1i tude 
indicated which person was the speaker. This made it possible in 
analysis to separate syllable strings for each speaker. 
A rectifier was used for the purpose of rectifying the current 
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from alternating current to direct current. This was necessary for 
the equipment to be hooked up to the minicomputer. The rectifier was 
also needed to filter out wide variations due to tonal ±'requencies and 
incidental noise. 
Shown in Figure 1 on the following page is an example of what 
the voices of the child and adult look like before being rectified. 
The mother's voice track is at the top and the child 1 s is the lower 
track. You can see that both voices register on both tracks but on 
the track where the person is speaking the amplitudes are larger than 
those on the other track. As the chart says, its speed is two inches 
per second; therefore, the entire page represents a litt~e less than 
five seconds of conversation. As oscilloscope was connected betv;een 
tape recorder and minicomputer when sampling to verify that both tracks 
were being picked up by the minicomputer. 
A digitizer was used to convert volts (the previous method of 
identifying variation of intensity) to digit values to be sampled by 
the minicomputer. These values are stored in groups of t-wo. The 
first number represents the sampled value from Track 1 and the second 
number is the sampled value from Track 2. 
Researchers have assumed that the average rate of speech is 
five syllables per second; therefore, one syllable would take 0.2 
seconds or one-fifth of a second to complete. To make sure that all 
syllables spoken are sampled, the figure of fifty testings per second 
has been chosen as a sampling rate. The intensity per track is there-
fore srunpled fifty times per second by the minicomputer. 
A minicomputer was also used. It was an Interdata type and had 
Figure 1. 
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a 64 kilobyte memory and a five megabyte disc storage. The minicom-
puter was used to compare the digit values representing high points 
(syllables). Eachhigh point is assumed to be a syllable spoken. 
In conversation you can hear the stress each syllable receives; the 
minicomputer notes syllables by the number of high points found. 
An example of this is in Figure 2 on the following page under 
the heading Source File: LAYOUT. Starting with the ninth record in 
this file, the first number represents a high point and its value 
represents the number of steps to the next high point. Each step 
represents 0.02 seconds, the sampling rate. The second number in the 
pair represents the actual value of the high point. It can range 
from 11 to 256. A positive value represents the child as the speal<er 
and a negative value show the adult was speaking. 
The first eight records in this file are for identification of 
each tape recOrding. The first recOrd is the identification number. 
In this three-digit number, the first digit tells you what city the 
child was from and what race the child was. The numbers one and two 
represent Memphis and the numbers three and four represent Tulsa. 
An odd number represents a black child and an even number represents 
a white child. Therefore, for example, the number three in this 
first.digit·represents a black child from Tulsa. The third number 
in the three-digit identification number tells whether the child was 
a boy and an even number represents a girl. The middle digit is 
used simply to accommodate enough numbers to be able to represent 
all taped cOnversations uniquely. 
The second through fifth records represent test scores in 
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Figure 2. 
Syllable Pause Record 
Source File: LAYOUT 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
321 48 35 12 22 276 288 300 25 50 8 60 9 70 10 40 30 -20 
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StrinE~ Mother 
String Child 
Time Hother 
Time Child 
Pause Mother 
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Act Gap l-Iother 
Ac·l; Gap Child 
Read score 
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String Teacher 
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/ 
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reading, math, writing and a participation score which was not used in 
this study, The sixth, seventh and eighth records represent how long 
exactly each conversation was in the file LAYOUT so the minicomputer 
can determine exactly where to start and end each conversation. 
By using these methods the minicomputer determines syllable 
strings, syllable string lengths, the length and number of pauses each 
speaker had in his or her conversation string (one group of syllable 
strings spoken by the same spea~er), and the length and number of 
pauses found between interactions of the two speakers, 
Three computer programs were used by the minicomputer. The first 
was PACKER, In PACKER, the minicomputer records high points of the 
samples by recording the number of steps to the next high point and 
its value, The values will be used in establishing syllable strings 
and pauses found in the conversations. 
PACKER ignores machine noise and it ignores ambient noise, It 
COunts 11noise 11 if the "bJiO Speakers 1 difference in high point valUeS 
is less than ten, The possible value range is from 0 to 256, therefore 
the actual range is from 11-256, These numbers are eventually divided 
by 2,5 to set up a range from 4 to 100, 
STACK is another computer program utilized, It identifies out-
put by speaker and category (race, sex, age) and sums the data for 
later statistical tests. An illustration of what STACK represents 
is shown in Figure 2 on the lower two-thirds of the page, The sums 
are accumulated in the storage of either CORA (with dimensions of 
30 by 11 by 4), WORK (30 by 3) or SUMS (30 by 3 by 4), The first 
conversation of the child (with his or her mother) at a kindergarten 
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level is represented in rm>JS one through eight in all of these storage 
areas. The rows nine, ten and eleven contain the test scores of the 
child in areas of reading, math and writing. 
Rows twelve through nineteen contain records of the second 
conversation of the child (with his or her teacher) at the first grade 
level. Rows 20, 21, and 22 contain the same values as do rows 9, 10, 
and 11. 
Rows 23, 25, 27 and 29 contain the same data as that in rows 
12, 14, 16 and 18. Rows 24, 26, 28 and 30 contain the records of the 
third conversation of the child (with his or her mother) at the first 
grade level. These rows in this third section were arranged as they 
are to make it possible to correlate the values of the child's taL~ing 
with his/her mother and teacher at the first grade level. 
The four categories represented in each conversation are STRING, 
the number of syllables as SUM X and the total number of syllable 
strings as N; TirKE, the sum of the time used in speaking the strings; 
PAUSE, the time between syllable strings while one person (child or 
adult) is talking; and ACT GAP, the pause time between speakers. 
The storage in SUMS is used for accumulating the data.. (Notice 
the four layers; one each for Black Boys, Black Girls, White Boys 
and White Girls). In other words it sums the values of the number of 
high points (syllables) and the values of steps to the next high 
points (pauses). These values are separated by categories of sex and 
race. The adult totals are always separated from the totals of the 
child. 
The pause time used for these values is not the actual time 
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between high points, because it takes a certain amount of time to 
speak a syllable. For purposes of analysis it is assumed that a 
syllable takes 0.2 seco.nds to speak, so a time of 0.1 seconds is added 
to each side of the syllable high point (before and after the syllable 
was spoken) • This shortens the pause time between the t-wo syllables 
by 0.2 seconds. 
The storage of WORK is used in the following way: Data is 
tran.sferred from WORK to SUMS where it is accumulated according to 
category. 'l'hen mathematical procedures are applied to SUMS to make 
the data readily available for statistical analysis. The values of 
this rectangle are then one by one each multiplied against each other 
(using first column values) to arrive at the cross products storage 
found in CORA. This is done separately for each layer. 
JUGGLE is a third progrrun designed to determine the value of b, 
the regression coeficient; t, the Student's t value showing the signif-
icance of b; Pr ·the probability of arriving at the found value of t; 
and r, the correlation coefficient. 
Statistical Methods 
In the main model used there will be applied procedures of linear 
regression. The Y variable (aca.demic performance scores) is termed 
the dependent variable and the X variable (syllable string and pause 
values) the independent variable. Several regressions will be made 
each using one of the four X variables for child and adult. 
The other type of model used will be that of linear correlation, 
used to determine the amount of variation in a dependent variable 
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explained by the independent variable. 
For the regression model, it is assum~d that a straight-line 
relationship is of use in summarizing the observed dependence of Y 
(academic performance) on X (syllable strings and pauses). A linear, 
first-order model of Y = B0 + E1X + E is assumed. That is, for a 
given X, a corresponding observation Y consists of the value E0 + E1X 
plus an amount E, the increment by which any individual Y may fall off 
the regression line. 
The equation Y = B0 + E1X + E is the model that is assLwed to 
be true. "We begin by assuming that it holds; but we shall have to 
inquire at a later stage if indeed it does. 111 
Shown in Figure 3 are the formulas used in determining the 
statistica1 parameters of b, t, p and r. The regression coefficient 
is b, represented by E1 in the model. E0 in the model represents the 
Y intercept of the line; when X is zero then Y will have the value E0 • 
"b" is a measure of the slope of the regression line. A unit change 
in X results in a change of b units in Y. VJhen b is positive, both 
variables increase or decrease together; when b is negative one 
variable increases as the other decreases. 2 Capital letters are used 
to represent the population parameters while a small letter is used 
to represent the estimation of a parameter. 
The regression coefficient is found by the following formulas: 
b =~X.Y. - ((~X.)(CZ..Y.)) In )_ 1. l 1. ; i(X. - X)(Y. - Y) 1. . 1. = zxy 
2 
X 
= 
"n" represents the number of cases and the term ~X. s.imply 
1. - 0 
b 
means the sum of the X values from the first case to the nth case. 
Regression Coefficient 
Student's t value 
Significance of b 
Variance· of Error Estimate 
Correlation Coefficient 
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Figure 3. 
Statisticil Formulas 
(b b ) I (.s2 I ~x2) .5 t = - 0 ' y•x 
s 2 = (1"v2 - (f:xy) 2 I l:x2 ) I (n - 2) - 1 Y•X. • . 
r = :rxy I (~x~2 ) -. 5 
Computer Output Representation 
~rite / 
plath / 
/Read / 
Syllable strings Adult 1 b t p r 
Syllable strings Child 2 
Time per string Adult 3 
Time per string Child 4 
Pause time Adult 5 
Pause time Child 6 
Interactor gap Adult 7 
/v 
Interactor gap Child 8 v 
. .:::. 2 The quantJ. ty c::....'Ci is called the unco"rrected sum of squares of 
the X' s and (~. )2 /n is the correction for the mean of the X' s. 
l 
Similarly, ~X. Y. is called the uncorrected sum of products, and 
l l 
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(1X.) (~Y.) /n is the correction for the means. The difference. of these 
l l 
two values is called the corrected sum of product·s of X and Y. 
An unbiased estimate of the true variance about regression 
given by the residual mean square with n-2 degrees of freedom. 
3 
2 denoted by s Y•X and defined as Z(Y - Y)
2 
n 2 
or Y2 _ {~:xy) 2 I ~x2 
n - 2 
is 
It is 
This value is necessary to compute a Student's t, and to determine 
the significance of "b". 
To test; the null hYpothesis that B0 = b, compute t as follows: 
t = 
b - B0 
s2 /'!x2 
Y·X 
This method tests for t using B0 = 0; therefore testing to see 
whether b equals zero. If b does equal zero then the regression model 
of the data is not a very useful one in representin~ the data. 
The correlation coefficient is unlike a variance or a regression 
coefficient. The correlat;ion coefficient is independent of the units 
of measure; it is an absolute or dimensionless quantity. 4 
The coefficient of determination is r 2 , the square of the 
correlation coefficient. · \\7hen r 2 = o .. l, then r = 0.01; this means 
that only 1% of the variation in a dependent var.iable is explained 
by the independent variable. For r = 0.2, the percentage is 4%, for 
r = 0.5, it is only 25%. R lies between -1.00 and +l.OO. \fuen linear 
correlation is small, r is near zero. 
In Figure 3 on the lower half of the page you will see how these 
divisions are represented in the computer. Of course, on computer 
output reco'rds there will be printed three tables side by side to 
denote the three layers for the three test areas in reading, math 
and writing. 
Further information about computer programming can be found in 
Appendix B, where a reco'rd of the computer programs used can be 
located. 
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Summary 
The minicomputer identifies high points (syllables) and the 
time bet-ween them. Information about the data is then summed to see 
if there~are any correlations between syllable strings (and pauses) 
and the child 1 s academic scores. Statistical tests are made and 
values of b, t, p, r and correlations between child/mother and child/ 
teacher conversations are determined. 
FOOTNOTES 
1N. R. Draper and H. Smith, Applied Regression Analysis 
(New York, 1966), p. 8. 
2 Robert G. D. Steel and James H. Torrie, Principles and 
Procedures of Statistics (New York, 1960), p. 162. 
3 rbid., p. 169. 
4Ibid., p. 183. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter contains the findings arrived at by use of the 
methods of the preceding chapter. Tables I through IV found in this 
chapter contain regression values of b, t, p, r and correlation 
coefficients. 
Linear Correlations 
The linear correlations show good relationships in the data.. 
In all divisions (black, white, boys, girls) TIME and STRING for 
either mother or teacher were positively correlated above 0.799 and 
in all but tv1o cases above the value 0. 993. This shows that as the 
number of syllable strings increases so does the time used in speaking. 
These particular relationships are not involved in the relationships 
of the child between the mother or teacher, but do show good consist-
ency in the data. 
There were several good correlations showing a relationship 
between the child's conversation with his mother and his teacher. 
These were as follows: PAUSE Mother was negatively correlated to 
STRING Teacher in all four divisions (black, white, boys, girls). 
The correlations were -0.814 for black children, -0.763 for white 
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children, -0.80~) for boys, and -0.807 for girls. This means that the 
more time taken for pauses in conversation by the child while talking 
with his mother, the less number of syllables he used when talking 
with his teacher. 
Another encouraging correlation was that PAUSE Mother was 
negatively correlated with TIME Teacher in all four divisions. The 
correlations were -0.830 for black children, -0 .• 780 for white children, 
-0. 7B5 for boys, and -0.815 for girls. 'I'his shows that the more tim~ 
used for pauses in conversation by the child with his mother, the 
less time was used by him in speaking syllables with his teacher. 
Another correlation was found to occur only in the black children 
division at a level above 0.70. It was a correlation of ACT GAP Teach-
er and STRING Hother. It was negatively correlated at -0.775. 
Also found was a correlation of -0~791 between ACT GAP Teacher 
and TUIE !.'[other in black children only (at a level this high) • These 
two corre1ations showed up in the other divisions also. They occurred 
in the interval 0.500 to 0.681 for ACT GAP Teacher and S1?RING Mother; 
and the interval 0.425 to 0.628 for ACT GAP Teacher and TIME Mother. 
All correlations may be found in Tables I through IV located 
in this chapter. 
Summary 
The variables TIME Mother and STRING Mother were correlated 
highly as were TIME Teacher and STRING Teacher. This showed good 
co·nsistenci in the data, as it occurred in all divisions at a reason-
ably high level. 
PAUSE Mother was negatively correlated to both STRING Teacher 
and TIME Teacher in all divisions. This is an indication of the sta:.-. 
bility of the child's conversation with two different adults. 
ACT GAP Teacher -vms negatively correlated to both STRING Niother 
and TIME Mother in all divisions. This, too, is an indication of a 
stable ratio of tv1o characteristics of the child 1 s conversation with 
with two different adults. 
Linear Regression 
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The r values in this section were about the same in all divisions 
and ca:tegories. The range was from 0.19 to a high of 0.36 in the 
co'rrelations found to be significant. This shows that a maximum of 
only 13% of the variation in the Y variable can be explained by the 
X variable. It shows that linear correlation between these two vari-
ables is low, and possibly a different model (for example, the curvi-
linear model) could have worked better with the data. However, good 
results were obtained from other parameterestimates. 
Black Children 
Several significant correlations were found at the 0.05 level of 
significance· or less. First, STRING Mother (the syllable string count 
9.ssigned to the mother) was negatively correlated to math scores for 
black children (p = 0.047). This negative correlation means that the 
more strings the mother spoke, the lower the child's test scores. 
Also found was that STRING f.1other and TIME Mother were both 
negatively correlated with writing scores (p values of 0.042 and 
READ 
B T 
String Mother -o.oo -0.55 
String Child -o.oo -o.8o 
Time Mother -0.01 -o.4o 
Time Child -o.o1 -0.55 
Pause Mother -0,05 . -0.83 
Pause Child 0.03 1.41 
Act Gap Mother o.o1 0.11 
Act Gap Child -0.03 -0.47 
String Child/Teacher 
String Child/Mother 
Time Child/Teacher 
Time Child/Mother 
Pause Child/Teacher 
Pause Child/Mother 
Act· Gap Child/Teacher 
Act Gap Child/Mother 
Regression Values 
:MATH WRITE 
p R B T p R B T p 
1.000 -o.o8 -0.01 -1.71 0.047 -o.23 -0.03 -1.79 0.042 
1.000 -0.11 -o.oo -0.05 1.ooo -o.o1 -0.01 -o.8o 1.000 
1.000 -0.06 -0.08 -1.45 0.071 -0.20 -0.18 -1.69 0.048 
1.000 -0.08 o.o1 0.29 1.000 0.04 -0.06 -0.60 1.000 
1.000 -0.12 -0.07 -0.63 1,000 -0.09 -0.14 -0.62 1.000 
0.075 0.20 0.06 1.49 0.066 0.21 0,18 2,02 0,031 
1,000 0.02 -0.07 -0.54 1.000 -0.08 0.18 0.70 1,000 
1.000 -0.07 -0.04 -0.30 1.000 -0.04 0.02 0.10 1.000 
'Linear Correlations 
String String Time Time Pause Pause ActGap ActGap 
Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/Hot 
l..ooo 0.123 0.996 0.060 0.212 -0.814 -0.063 -0.393 
0.123 1.000 0,084 0,993 -0.631 -0,159 -0.775 -0,437 
0.996 0.084 1.000 0.026 0.258 -0.830 -0.033 -0.374 
0.060 0.993 0.026 1.000 -0 .• 644 -0.110 -0.791 -0.420 
0.212 -0,631 0.258 -0,644 1.ooo -0.422 0.478 0.193 
-0.814 -0.159 -0.830 -0.110 -0 .• 422 1,000 -0.024 0.110 
-0,063 -0.775 -0.033 -0,791 0.478 -0.024 1.000 0.364 
-0.393 -0.437 -0.374 -0.420 0,193 0.110 0,364 1.000 
TABLE I. 
Black Children 
R 
-0.25 
-0.11 
-0.23 
-0.08 
-0.09 
0,28 
0.10 
0,01 
~ 
0 
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0.048). This is consistent with the previous finding. 
It was found that PAUSE Child was positively correlated with 
wri·l:;ing scores (p = 0.031). By putting the four correlations together 
the following association is found: For black children the less talking 
a mother does and the more time the child spends in pausing while 
talking, the higher will be his scores - at least in writing and math. 
If probabilities of p between.0.05 and 0.10 are included, then 
a similar associ'ation is found. PAUSE Child is positively correlated 
with both reading a11.d math scores (p = 0.075 and p = 0.066). Also 
TIME Mother is negatively correlated with math sco'res (p = 0.071). 
These findings tend to validate the previous association and it can 
now be extended to: For black children, the less talking a mother 
does and the more time a child pauses while speaking, the more likely 
is the child to get a higher score in reading, writing or math. 
\'lhite Children 
The only significant correlation found for the white children 
at the 0.05 level of significance was that ACT GAP Child was negatively 
correlated to math sco.res. In other words, the more time a child 
took to react to an adult 1 s question or comment, the lower his or her 
math score. 
If the probability level is extended down to the 0.10 level of 
significance, then results opposite to those of the black children 
are found. STRING Mother and TIME Mother are both positively corre-
lated with reading scores (p = 0.054 and p = 0.069). Thus, the more 
time the mother spends talking, the better the child 1 s reading score. 
READ 
B T p 
String Mother 0,01 1,62 0,054 
String Child 0,00 0,31 1,000 
Time Hother 0,04 1,47 0,069 
Time Child o.oo 0,17 1.000 
Pause Hother 0,01 0,56 1,000 
Pause Child -0,02 -1.35 0.085 
Act Gap Mother 0,02 0,35 1,000 
Act Gap Child -0.06 -1.07 0,142 
String 
Ch/Tea 
String Child/Teacher 1,000 
String Child/Mother -0.091 
Time Child/Teacher 0,998 
Time Child/Mother -0,100 
Pause Child/Teacher 0,250 
Pause Child/Hother -0.763 
Act Gap Child/Teacher -0,264 
Act Gap Child/Mother -0,273 
Regression Values 
MATH WRITE 
R B T p R B "' .p .L 
0,24 o.oo 0,13 1,000 0,02 0,01 0,35 1,000 
0,05 -0.00 -0.24 1,000 -0.04 -0,01 -0,36 1,000 
0,22 o.oo 0,05 1,000 0,01 0,05 0,34 1,000 
0,03 -0.01 -0.27 1,000 -0.04 -0,04 -0,36 1,000 
0.09 0,01 0,39 1,000 0,06 0,07 0,81 1,000 
-0.20 0,02 0,79 1,000 0,12 -0,02 -0,29 1,000 
0,05 -0,09 -1,05 0,149 -0.16 -0.06 -0.26 1.000 
-0,16 -0.28 -2,51 0,018 -0.36 -0,31 -1,03 0.155 
Linear Correlations 
String Time Time Pause Pause ActGap ActGap 
Ch/i.1ot Ch/Tea Ch/Hot Ch/Tea Ch/Hot Ch/Tea Ch/Iflot 
-0.091 0,998 -0.100 0,258 -0.763 -0.264 -0.273 
1,000 -0.104 0,799 -0,536 -0,133 -0,500 -0.435 
-0.104 1,000 -0.116 0,283 -0,780 -0,249 -0.247 
0,799 -0.116 1.000 -0.485 -0,031 -0,425 -0,443 
-0.536 0,233 -0.485 1,000 -0.522 0,241 0,604 
-0,133 -0.730 -0,031 -0,522 1,000 0,088 -0.110 
-0.500 -0.249 -0,425 0,241 o.oss 1,000 0.488 
-0,435 -0.247 -0.443 0.604 -0,110 0,488 1,000 
TABLE II. 
1/Jhi te Children. 
R 
0,03 
-0,06 
0.05 
-0.06 
0,12 
-0,05 
-0.04 
-0.16 
.1:> 
l\) 
Also PAUSE Child was negativelY correlated to reading scores (p = 
0 .085). This is again the opposite effect as that found for black 
children. 
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The concluding statement for white children would be: The 
quicker a child reacts to his mother's questions or comments, the 
higher his math score. Also, with not quite as strong an association, 
the more time the mother spends talking and the less the child pauses 
while talking, the higher t]J.e child's reading score. 
The results for boys are more similar to the black children's 
results than to those of the white children. At the p = 0.05 level 
of significance, STRING Child and TIME Child are both negativelY 
co"rrelated wtih reading scores (p = 0.026 and p = 0.036). This means 
the more time (and the more syllables) the child used in conversation 
with his mother, the lowe~ his reading score. 
For writing, TIME Mother (p :::: 0.021) and TIME Child (p :::: 0.025) 
were both negativelY correlated with these scores. In other words, 
the more time that the mother or the child used in speaking, the lower 
the child's writing score. PAUSE Mother was positively correlated 
with writing scores at p - 0.023. The more pause time the mother used 
in her conversation, the higher the child's writing score. 
Extending the probability level down again to the range of 
0.05 to 0.10, PAUSE Child is positively correlated with both reading 
and math scores (p = 0.052 and p = 0.062). 
The general result for boys seems to be that the more pause time 
READ 
B T 
String Mother -o.oo -0.76 
String Child -0.01 -2.17 
Time Mother -0.02 -0.60 
Time Child -0.05 -1.92 
Pause Mother 0,01 0,55 
Pause Child 0,04 1,65 
Act Gap i·Tother 0,03 0,48 
Act Gap Child -0.05 -0,66 
String Child/Teacher 
String Child/Mother 
Time Child/Teacher 
Time Child/Mother 
Pause Child/Teacher 
Pause Child/r.rother 
Act Gap Child/Teacher 
Act Gap Child/J'Jother 
Regression Values 
NATH WRITE 
p R B T p R B T p 
1.000 -0.11 -0.01 -1.18 0,114 -0.17 -0.01 -0.81 1.000 
0.026 -0.31 -0.01 -1.23 0.103 -0 .• 18 -0,03 -2.35 0.021 
1.000 -0.09 -0.07 -1.08 0.138 -0,16 -0.06 -0.59 1.000 
0,036 -0.27 -0,04 -1.00 0.163 -0.15 -0.15 -2.20 0,025 
1,000 0.08 0.03 0,60 1,000 0,09 0.17 2.28 0.023 
0,052 0,24 o.o6 1,53 0,062 0,22 0,02 0.37 1,000 
1,000 0,07 -0,06 -0.59 1.000 -0.09 0,01 0.06 1.000 
1,000 -0.10 -0.09 -0 .• 71 1,000 -0.11 o.o1 0,06 1,000 
Linear Correlations 
String String Time Time Pause Pause ActGap ActGap 
Ch/Tea Ch/r.fot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Cb./Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/i':Iot 
1.000 -0.018 0,998 -0.094 0,119 -0.785 -o.157 -() .437 
-0.018 1,000 -0.036 0,993 -0.586 0.046 -0.630 -0.550 
0,998 -0.036 1,000 -0.109 0,152 -0.805 -0.130 -0.423 
-0.094 0,993 -0.109 1,000 -0.585 0.104 -0.628 -0.519 
0.119 -0.586 0,152 -0.585 1,000 -0.509 0,330 0,490 
-o. 785 0.046 -0.805 0,104 -0.509 1.000 -0.071 0.073 
-0.157 -0.630 -0.130 -0.628 0,330 -0.071 1,000 0.446 
-0.437 -0.550 -0.423 -0.519 0.490 0.073 0,446 1,000 
TABLE III. 
Boys 
R 
-0.12 
-0.33 
-0.09 
-0,31 
0.32 
o.oo 
o.o1 
o.o1 
.t:> 
_p. 
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used by either the child or the mother and the less time used in talk-
ing, the higher were the academic scoi~es. 
Girls 
At the o.o5 level of significance the same was found as was found 
for white children (and math scores) ; ACT GAP Child was negativelY 
correlated with reading scores (p = 0.031). This means the longer 
the child took to react· to input of her mother, the lower her reading 
score. 
An ACT GAP correlation was also found in the 0.05 to 0.10 
probability range llfhere ACT GAP Mother was negatively correlated \lfi th 
child's math score (p = 0.085). If the mother took a longer time to 
react to her child, her child's math score would be lower. 
The following vrere all negatively correlated with academic 
sco.res of the girls: STRING Mother with Math (p = 0.034), THill Mother 
with Math (p = 0.053), STRING Mother with \!Jrite (p = 0.057), and 
TIME Mother with Write ( p = 0. 064) • This would seem to show 1 as 
before, the more time (and syllables) used by the mother, the lower 
the child 1 s academic scores. 
One further correlation was PAUSE Child with \lJrite (p = 0.053), 
which was positively correlated. In this case, as was found before, 
the more the child paused while speaking, the higher her (in this 
case) writing score. PAUSE Child was positively correlated with 
reading, math and writing for black children and with reading and 
math for boys. 
• 
READ 
B T 
String Mother -0.00 -0.68 
String Child 0,00 0,52 
Time Bother -0.01 -o .. 47 
Time Child 0.02 0.72 
Pause Mother 0,01 0,33 
Pause Child 0,01 0.51 
Act Gap i'/lother -0.07 -0 .• 91 
Act Gap Child -0.14 -2.02 
String Child/Teacher 
String Child/Mother 
Time Child/Teacher 
Time Child/Eother 
Pause Child/Teacher 
Pause Child/11other 
Act Gap Child/Teacher 
Act Gap Child/Mother 
Regression Values 
MATH \~'RITE 
p R B T p R B T p 
1.000 -0.10 -0.02 -1.95 0.034. -0.27 -0.03 -1,58 0,057 
1.000 o.os o.oo 0,38 1.000 0,06 o.oo 0,24 1,000 
1.000 -0.07 -0.08 -1.64 0.053 -0.23 -0.18 -1,51 0,064 
1,000 o.1o 0.03 0.61 1.000 0.09 0,04 0,39 1.000 
1,000 0.05 o.oo 0.02 1.000 0,00 -0.11 -0.75 1,000 
1,000 0,07 0,06 1,83 0.040 0,26 0,15 1.63 0,053 
1,000 -0.13 -0.16 -1.34 0,085 -0,19 0,06 0.19 1.000 
0,031 -o.28 -0.28 -2.45 0,018 -0,34 -0,37 -1,19 0,112 
Linear Correlations 
String String Time Time Pause Pause ActGap ActGap 
Ch/Tea Ch/Hot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot Ch/Tea Ch/Mot 
1.000 0.073 0.997 0,042 0.443 -0.807 -0.102 -0,109 
0,073 1.000 0.037 0,850 -0.601 -0.292 -0.681 -0,352 
0,997 0.037 1.000 0,007 0.487 -0.815 -0.081 -0.075 
0.042 0.850 0.007 1.ooo -0,549 -0.207 -0,587 -0.352 
0,443 -0.601 0,487 -0,549 1,000 -0.456 0,475 0,243 
-0.807 -0.292 -0.815 -0.207 .-0.456 1.ooo 0.012 -0.158 
-0.102 -o.681 -0.081 -0.587 0.475 0.012 1.000 0,404 
-0.109 -0.352 -0.075 -0.352 0,2,:i.3 -o ,158 0. Ll-04 1.ooo 
TABLE IV. 
Girls 
R 
-0.23 
0,03 
-0.21 
0.06 
-0.11 
0.23 
0.03 
-0.17 
~ (;) 
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Summary 
For all but the categories of white children, S'rRING and TIME 
values of the mother were consistent]y negatively correlated with the 
child 1 s academic score. In the category of white children these 
contradictory findings \'lere not at the 0.05 level of significance. 
This would seem to indicate that the more time (and syllables) used by 
a mother in talking to her child, the lower the child's academic 
scores. This also seems to be true for STRING and TH'IE values of 
the child. 
PAUSE seems to be consistently positively correlated to academic 
scores whether PAUSE time belongs to the child or mother. Note that 
pause time was positively correlated to academic scores only when it 
was time within the speaker's syllable strings. This is not the same 
as the pause time between speakers, which was consistently negatively 
correlated wtih academic scores. 
The only contradictory value of PAUSE to the above association 
was again found onJ.y in white children at a level of significance 
below that of 0.05. This occurred when PAUSE Child was negatively 
correlated with reading scores at the probability level of 0.085. 
This linear regression model, though with fairly low r values, 
consistently found very similar results in the signs of correlations 
of syllable strings a11d pauses to academic scores. Therefore, it is 
believed that its results are meaningful. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUM1MRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
The original predictions included in the theoreticftl framework 
chapter were partially verified but with certain necessary qualifi-
cations. The original predictions were modified to include both 
extremes possible in a conversation; that of too little being said to 
communicate meaning and that of too much being said by one speaker to 
allow for a dyadic conversation. 
Summary of Findings 
Linear Correlations 
The correlations found between TIME Mother/STRING Mother and 
between TIME Teacher/STRING Teacher added to confidence in the worth 
of the data. If there had been no positive correlation between the 
number of syllable strings and the time it took to speak them, it 
would have been hard to make any hypotheses based on the results. 
Other correlations found gave strength to the assumption of 
stability in the characteristics of syllable strings (and pauses) used 
when talking to different persons. Therefore, in this case, different 
tape recordings of the same child would not predict totally different 
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academic scores for that same child. These correlations were: PAUSE 
Mother was negatively cOrrelated to both STRING and TIJ.lE Teacher in 
all four divisions. Also ACT GAP Teacher was negatively correlated 
to both STRING and TH'IE Mother in all four divisions. 
The linear correlation section of analysis was intended to 
justify the validity of the methods of analysis and of the data. It 
is felt that the linear correlations found have accomplished this 
objective. 
Linear Rearession 
This study has shown several consistent correlations that have 
not turned out as predicted originally. For example, it was predicted 
that more/and or longer syllable strings spoken by either the child or 
the mother would be positively correlated with the child's academic 
performance. All cases at the 0.05 level of significance or better 
and most others down to the 0.10 level of significance have shown just 
the opposite effect. 
In essence it was found that more/and or longer syllable strings 
spoken either by the child or the mother was usually negatively corre-
lated with academic scores. 
The fact"or that predicted relationships in more cases than any 
other was that of the PAUSE Time of the child. In all cases this was 
positively correlated with the academic scores at the 0.05 level of 
significance. The only contradiction noted was at the 0.085 level of 
significance for white children. There, PAUSE Time of the child was 
found to be negatively correlated with academic scores. 
Syllable strings were found to be negativezy associated with 
academic scores in all cases en~ept for that of white children. In 
this category both STRING Mother and TIME I!Tother were positively 
correlated with academic scores at significance levels of 0.054 and 
The ACT GAP of the child artd the mother was consistently 
negatively correlated with academic scores. 
A significant finding in linear regression ;;.ras that it did not 
seem to matter whether STRING, THIE PAUSE or ACT GAP was separated 
into two categories of child or mother, because the findings were 
very similar for each. 
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Another important finding was the low r value found in each 
significant correlation as noted in the previous chapter. This indi-
cates that the linear regression model is not a very good representa-
tion o:f the data. 
Conclusions 
In view of the above findings, it is felt that correlations of 
syllable strings and pauses to academic scores is a slightly more 
complicated relationship than was previously predicted. The original 
relationship o:f more syllable strings positively correlated to higher 
academic scores has been modified to include the qualification: 
"up to a point." Although it is logical that the child must contribute 
some "sound" to the conversation, this contribution must have some 
limit on it, simply because of the limits of time imposed on the 
conversation and the allowance that has to be made for the other per-
son in the dyad to contribute to the conversation. 
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In tapes listened to, the mother seemed to be prompting the 
child to do most of the talking, perhaps assuming that this study was 
mainly concerned wtih the child's conversation. As this occurred, the 
child would have used more of the time available for speaking; there-
fore, talking in more than half of the available conversation time. 
If the child continued to talk to his mother vd thout additional 
input (feedback) from her, he would be more realistically talking "at" 
his mother and the give-and-take of the conversation would not be found. 
If the above explanation did occur in most of the tapes, then the 
results obtained would have been expected. 
Therefore the conclusion to be made about the relationship 
between syllable strings and academic scores is a modified version 
of the original prediction. That is, the more syllables used, the 
higher the child's academic scores, but only up to a certain point. 
After that point is reached, the more syllables used, the lower the 
child's academic score. 
This "point" could be compared to a point of diminishing returns. 
You can put more into a conversation and get better communication, but 
if you put too much into it, then the conversation actually loses some 
of its value. 
This coi1clusion would be consistent with Goldman-Eisler' s 
findings that feedback and spontaneity are important in a good inter-
view. Feedback and spontaneity should also be imnortant in mother/ 
child conversations. This feedback and spontaneity is probably an 
important element of all good conversations. The give-and-take nature 
involved in the exchange of meanings makes this necessary. 
In the case of the children's tapes, most of the children were 
contributing enough to the conversation for exchanges to be made, 
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but it is predict'ed that under the circumstances r.1ost were also con-
tributing too much for a true spontaneous conversation to be taking 
place. That is why the results turned out as they did. This may also 
explain why the category of white children had opposite correlations. 
These children may not have reached that point of diminishing returns. 
They may have been having a conversation with their mother, allowing 
her input (feedback), but not monopolizing the conversation. 
Pause time as correlated to academic scores was also effected 
by a point of diminishing returns. Up to a certain point the less 
pause time was associated with a hig_her academic score, but as more 
and more syllables were contributed by one speru~er, the more valuable 
pause time would become to a conversation, and it would be found that 
more pause time was correla:ted with higher academic scores. 
Interactor gap time alone was consistently found to be negatively 
co'rrelated wtih hig..h academic scores. It, too, may have a certain 
point where correlations change sign beyond that point, but its limits 
were not reached by this study. 
The low r scores found in the linear regression model suggest 
that the straight line representation of this data is not a very good 
one. It is thought that a curvilinear model might be more closely 
related since the correlations are predicted along a straight line 
only up to a certain point, where they then go the opposite direction. 
The low r score was helpful in determining that the model needed to 
acctirately represent this data was most likely not linear. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The tape recordings used in this study sould be analyzed for 
the amount of exchanges made. Not just the time in interactor gaps, 
but the number of times the conversation changed speal~:ers. This 
would show the give-and-take of the conversation. 
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More careful attention should be ·paid to the number of syllables 
and syllable strings spoken in each tape recording and then have 
these numbers individually correlated with the academic scores of the 
child to see if the point of diminishing returns can be found. 
Possibly the question, "What part (per cent) of a conversation can 
one person use in spealdng time without taking away from the give-
and-take (feedback) involved in the dyadic conversation? 11 could be 
answered in another research study. 
Another question raised has been, "Is interactor gap time always 
negatively correlated with academic scores, or does it, too, reach a 
point where more gap time is positively associated with academic 
sco"res? 11 
To further understand the social implications associated with 
the 11 sounds" of a conversation, the best method would probably 
include a videotape of the conversation. Body movements such as eye 
contact or restlessness could be observed and related to the outcomes 
found by the data. 
Finally, the curvilinear model should be tried as a possible 
alternative representation of the data found in this study. 
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READING AND MATH TESTS 
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READING TEST 
TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR READING TEST 
(Time About 15 Minutes) 
Reading mastery near end of first grade. Levels 7 and 8 
To the pup i Is: 
Write your name on the line 1vhere it says "Name". 
On Subtest I at the top of Page I, mark an X in the box where you 
see a word which is the same as the word I ·read. 
IIndy 
6 poked 
2 eat 
7 fence 
3 uncle 
8 much 
~ keep 
9 read 10 start 
On Subtest 2, mark an X in the box in the picture which starts 
(Leve I 7) 
(Leve 1 8) 
with the same sound as the word which I read. (Level 7) 
I moon 2 s I ide 3 fly ~white 5 spider 
In Row 6 are three words. Mark an X in the box by the word 
which starts with the same sound as the word which I read. 
6 hat 7 key 8 umbrella 9 truck 10 they 
(Level 7) 
On Subtest 3 in Picture Number I, think of the sound that the 
picture 5tarts with, and then mark an X in the box by the letter 
that has the same sound. Then do the same with pictures 2, 3, 
~. and 5. (Level 8) 
On Subtest 6 in the first word group !Jumber I, read the four 
words. Then rna rk an X in the box of the t\"o words lvh i ch go 
together. Then do group 2, 3, and ~- (Level 8) 
On Subtest 7 
Read Question Number I and think whether the answer should be 
"yes" or "no". Then mark an X in the box by Yes, if it is "yes", 
or in the box by No if the ans~1er i 5 "no". 
The que5tions arel, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, and II. (Level 8) 
On the last page, Page 3, read the sentences beside each group 
of pictures. Then mark an X by the picture which answers the 
questions. (Level 7) 
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Page 1 
READING rEST 
CI'rY ----~~----
N~E __________________ __ 
SCHOOL -----------
SUBTEST 1: Word Recognition 
1 2 3 4 
0 Carlos 0 at 0 uncle 0 cap 
0 John 0 it 0 circle 0 keep 
0 Andy 
0 Kim 
-
6. 
0 pony 
0 pocket 
0 park 
0 poked 
0 out 
0 eat 
7. 
0 farm 
0 flew 
0 fence 
0 four 
SUBTEST 2: Word Analysis 
0 donkey 0 jeep 
0 apple 0 crab 
8. 9. 10. 
Omoon 0 round 0 start 
0 much Oroom 0 stick 
Dmany Dread 0 story 
0 money 0 rest 0 street 
------1 A§, ~4] I en I 5 ! /, /, ~Jill, 
2 @ fi ~ 
c I I 
6 
new C puppy C happy ,--
' 
' 
7 
kite I first 1 I ike I 
'? )!J( ~~ 
_ _C 
~-A I I 'I 
--
8 
uncle 1 isn't one I .I 
9 
three 1 they 1 tree I 
10 
stay 1 that 1 talk ,. 
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HEADI!;G rc;;:;r Pap:e 2 /:arne ___ ~----
$UBTEST 3; Word Analysis (Initial Consonants. Clusters, and Digraphs) 
1. 
Od 
01 
Ok 
Oh 
SUBTEST 6: R81ationships 
l. 
2. 
Og 
Op 
Oj 
Oq 
2. 
3. 
Oh 
Dt 
Ok 
Db 
4. 
3. 
Del 
0 tr 
Odr 
Osl 
5. 
Del 
f.~ Ofl 
r~ Opl 
0 fr 
fire 
0 
old Janei' luck else fish eat 
0 0 
4. 
ground 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
let 
0 0 
hot master 
0 0 
girl swrm 
0 0 
hill moon 
0 
cake 
SUBTEST 7: Comprehension 
--~-----------------------~-----------------------~-----
1. Are all sisters girls? 
0 yes Ono 
2. Can people read when they 
are asleep? 
0 yes Ono 
3. Is it dry outdoors when 
it rains? 
0 yes Dno 
4. Do some animals eat grass? 
0 yes 0 no 
9. Is page two in a book next 
after page one? 
0 yes D no 
10. Do people like to work hard 
when they are tired? 
0 yes 0 no 
11. Will your shadow be rn 
back of you if the sun 
1s in front of you? 
0 yes 0 no 
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RE:ADII:G TEST Pae;e J Name'----,...------
40. (Level 7) 
What one tells you 
that the rain comes down? 
41. 
It can't fly. 
It comes up 
in the morning. 
It will go down at night. 
It makes shadows, 
What is it? 
42. 
You see it in the meadow. 
'The calf will eat it. 
The colt will eat it. 
The lamb will eat it. 
It is green. 
What is it? 
43. 
It likes· to swim in the pond. 
It is not a fish. 
It IS not a frog. 
It is not a snake. 
What is it? 
0 0 0 
o· 0 .0 0 
w 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
d ~ ~(0 ">"' ~ 
0 D 0 0 
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MATH TEST 
To be used alter ~ 
TEST 1 
NAME 
(Time About 15 Hinutes) 
MARK AN "X" Otl THE SHAPE THAT MATCHES THE SHADED ONE. 
D 
2. 
3. 
D 
4. 
D 
(eleven) 11 
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To be used 
NAME __________________ _ TEST 2 . 
Mark each set of ten with. a check (v ) . 
. 1. . 
~~.~ ~~~ ~~~ 
2. m~K$ 
.f$;J.(} ·. ·~·. 
:' 0 •• 
.. 
~i$~ 
How many tens? 
!W ~ 
How many? 
! 5. ~ ~~ 
0 
a: 
< <lilCJID cun=JIO. crn=TIIl <TI1LlliJ 
~ 
" ~ 
c 
ll 
'0 
_tens and_ 
4
. IHII If 
lffi&l ~ 
6. 
~ ~~~~~~ 
__ tens and_ 
~ --------------------------------
(twenty-three) 23 
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To bo used after~ 
NAME ________ ~------------
TEST J 
Give the value of each collection. 
1. . 2. 
¢ ¢ 
3. 4. 
¢ ¢ 
5. h? How much for bot . 6. 
·~ 
¢ ¢ 
" 
7. a.· 0>-6 .. ? 
~ 
I! 
.. 
a: 
!! 
.c 
0 
ii 
~ 
&. -
¢ 
... 
.. 
_¢ " .. ~ c-. 
li: 
;:; , 
< 
(thirty-one) 31 
Solve. 
7. 5 + 4 ·o 
8. 3+3 · 0 
9. 6+2=0 
10. 
11. 
12. 
TEST 4 
7-3=0 
9-t =D 
8-4=0 
13. 7 14. . 3 15. 
+2 +5 
6 16. 6 17. 8 1 a. 
+ -2 -5 
7 
-3 
Connect the dots. Start at 0. • 
16 
• 15 
17 
18. 
19 
• 
12 2 
• 
21 • 
• lij 0 I 
. • • • • 3 
• II 13 
• 
20 
4• 
• I 0 • 22 
0) @ • 5 
•9 
. 
£ 6 • 30 .. . .. • 23 
• 
7 37. 29 
8 • • 36 
"43 31 • 28 
• 
"42 
38. 
•35 
•32 • 27 41. 
25 
• • 2ij 
• • • • 
• 39 34 33 26 40 
36 (thirty-six) 
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To be used 
NAME--------~----
Mark the one divided into halves. 
1. 
Mark the one divided into thirds. 
2. 
Mark the one divided into fourths. 
3. 
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TEST 5 
(thirty-nine) 39 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
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.tE:RTC!-1 
.i'A;;::;I·i 
.tFOF::T 
STACK Program 
scr:RT 
C THI:; Fr::.nc;;;·r;n "::;TF;C:i~": _Sot:r::cr. FILE "'LR'l'OUT": l.::EFF' FILF- "J~O~:~:AL ". 
C FO": nr-1 I t-J LOj~p COUT~:CII_.: C•Et=::UC-t ;.;u;-;;::;c:r.:~j_: THE"N NUi·iC::r.R=1.(H]. 
C HC:R[.c f•RtA: J l), F:FFii.>, r-1r1IH ... l·lr.: J TC: .. r·Fl2TFii::E _. S:E;l.GCJ<S:C·ATA ?T, :; STOF'S. 
Hlr.L1CIT IriiC:CiFr:~? O-r;;. 
I t·JTC.GPR-T-2 r L ,: :1::-:::.=:), r u ..-::L:-;::.:-1:., D iF: ( J:;:.·s) .. nr.r;r:. \. J :-;.:;:;) 
68 
OIJ··;r:~SJ.Gi·~ CCi~:Ff(::-~o .. 1J .... 4> .. L·!Cir.:J.::<~O .. :,·), SUi·i:;(~:o .. :::~ .. ..f), HOLf)(~;: .... TEJ·ir·c~,;:::;O) 
EI-::!UJ' .. ·'RLET~C:E ·<IN<:,:., Il. (J.) > .. (TEi·lr·(j_), COt-::R<.l.· J. .. J_) ) ... 
1 CTEM?(S~2J),SUMS(1,1.1)) 
DATH L A'T"OUT, J::O~:T=~Fil ... 1 C:Ot.J., J.;RC:Fi[:., i::J..;R! TE ... 'j ... 2 .. 5, 9:.=:_·_. 60 .... -· 
RF.l~l ~-;c, l. A'T'OUT 
F:EJ..l I I·J.i) I~Of.:t::rlL. 
DO 10 I:...L1(:'::;::o 
~8 TEM?(I) ~ 8. 
I·.!RITE(!J, :t~) 
:1.5 FOf.:l·iriT<' F.71TcF: tt=;Tr;r::T S, 1·/;::TOF": L Pf.:HJT f:.Of.:F:FIL; EL5E. 0. "') 
CFiLL HWUT< JCON. A. f: .. C) 
NSTART = IFJXCA) 
I·J.$TOF" =- IFV~(f':) 
IWt-::HiT = IFI>~(C) 
IF(~·t:=.:TnPT. F.("..!. J.) CFil.l_ S"T'SIO(S6 .. ·~o~:r.::nL .. 1ST .. ISTDE\.'_. 
:1. TEi·ii="(:!.) .. Tt-i•;r:·<:te:::::CJ> .. 4 .. 0 ... O> 
CALL F.:EF1L.·E~: (PI R .. 0 .. LFi\'CiUT .. ;;r.:r.;;;:;. > 
DO 208 NREC~NSTARI,NSTOP 
F:EI·~ I I J.C• J:.Or.:f.:r-ii_ 
CALL ~S:?. T 0 ( :::;;:: .. I:.Ot-::f.:Al. .• I ST. I ST!::OE'·.I. TENf-· ( J.), TEI·IF (J_.;:;:;o). 4, O. 0) 
IF<ISTDE~ F.Q 8) GO TO ~9 
CALL IOfRRCJSIDEV) 
STo;:· :i.2 
~9 CALL READC:RCHC:R~DJRCNREC:O.l.AYGUT.I:.REr~) 
f:•O 22 I~.; ... ::::0 
IK•f.:i~ ( L J ) 0. 
1-JOf.:i~(L:;:.·) "- 0. 
22 NOR~(J,3) :... 1. 
C HOI. f:•(;)_) =::'Sl.LGP.i . .F.S HI. STF:XNG: 1-101...[:•(2) =T Hit=:: HOI ... i::OC:)=GAP. 
HOI..f:o (J. ) '- 1. 
l-10L[:•(2:0 = . 2 
H~ = DIRCNREC) + 1 
1·1~~ ::: Dir.:(N~:t::C+1) - :t 
1 .. == ~; - 2 ~- t·iO[:.(t-iF.Fif"n:J ), .. ··:·Li?l~) .. ~·:. + t·iO[:o<i-ifAC•(1) + :l .. 2) 
C 1:.=1 FOF: E:LACI.:. L=::O; FOr.: I·JHITE. +0 Fe;;;:: ;::e;-,•:;. +.t FGf.: GJF:LS. 
l(l[) = 0 
I~F: = 0 
1::00 l.Ocl ti.GG=i·J.j ... r-<::-~ 
CALL ~:F.f"i[:·C:F.:( IL .. 14GO .. LFrT"CIUT .. f~f.:FFil:r) · 
1a = :::< 
C ENTEF: r-lCFiDC::t-i! CS. f':Ef'"1(j, l·iATH. l·lf.: J. TE T U I·JOt-::i:. ;;;;::;;::,;·,•. 
IFCI-<GO GT. N1) GO TO 38 
K.t = ~ 
69 
DO 25 1=.1 .. 2 
I..ERP ~ l:l -+- ( J ... ·;;: > + I 
DO 25 ~.T=~· .. 4 
~~ = J + u::;;;:· 
WO~~(~.J) = FLOAT(HEFiD(J)) 
25 J,JoF~;.: ( ;~.~~ 2;. :::.. r-;or::;::.:. •..: .. J.:. . .; . .;.2 
30 c.o 90 .;.:::;;_:; __ . ..J.~o .. 2 
IF ( U'it:::;:: (a;.; .J- 1. > > + J Fir:SC Hi< .J+J_ > ; .. r-<C:. ! Fit-:S( HJC .J-.D + 1 N ( .J+1) ;. )GO TO 40 
JF( JI)(,J) . G<". ::;:o> GO TO 60 
HOI..i::O(J) = HOLC•CU + 1 .. 
HOiDC2) = HOLDC2) + FLOATCINCJ)) /50.0 
GO TO 80 
40 ... TUi·ir· :..= .2 
GO TO 70 
t.o ,n..r;-;;::· =- · o 
70 HOI_.L•(:":) = FUXHC IIJ(J) ; • .-' 5(1. 0 
LAUD = ICR + I~ 1 [;• 
DCI 75 J.J=1 .. ~ .. 2 
r = H + u=a<l:. + ·-'Ut·1r=· ''· ot-'5> 
1<4 = 1-J..-'2 + ;_ 
DO 72 K~:l ... 2 
72 HOr.:J-~ ( J .. J.::) IJOF-:i< ( J .. h":) + HC)i.. D ( t·.t4) ..t--+-i~ 
7S 1-.!0F.~l.: ( I ... :~;. JJor;-~;~ < I .. ::-~) + :1 .. 
HOLD (;j_) :t. 
HOL.D.<2) = . "'-
;.:n:. =- "' 
IFCINCJ+1.) . LT. 0) ~ID = ~ 
80 DO 8~ ~~6,8.2 
€:5 IF(NGO. EO. HEP.L><r-~>- AN;:: .. '"T-2 GT. HEFiC.\.J:.+:t)) 1-~~:= :1:!- * (;,.: .... '4) 
IFCNGO : EQ HF.ADCjO) AND. J-2 . G~ HEADC~l))GO TO 1.20 
90 COt-!T 11-JUE 
:1.0(1 IP(2) ~ HiCL::::O:• 
~20 DO ~25 1=1..~0 
r.•O 1.23 .J=-L :::;: 
:1.25 SUt·iS ( J. ,T. 1..) '-' SUi-t:; ( 1', ,T, L) + IJOr::;.:c I •. J) 
t•O :1:~5 I =J., :;:o 
J2 = ~1 - ~ ~ (I/2~) 
KR = ~~ ~ ( CI-1> / 11) 
[:•0 :135 .J=.L .J:<: 
K = J + I~R 
:135 COFrl ( J, .J, L ) "- COF:I1 ( I, ,J, L > + hiO~:r~ ( J. j_) * 1·10~:1~ < K. 1) 
DO :i.50 1 =.I., ~:0 
1·.10;;:;~ ( J. :1.) (1_ 
l·lO~:;.: ( I. 2) =- 0. 
j_:SO HGE<-: < I .. :; ) = J .. 
~58 REWIND ~or;:RRL 
C11LL SVSJ0(56 .. J~:or:::r.:nt. .. 1ST .. ISTDE\·', TEf·ij='(J ), TEi·it=·(.j_.:,;;::O) .. 4 .. 0 .. 0) 
IFCISTDE~ C:Q. 8) GO TO 159 
CAL~ JOERR(i5TGEV) 
STo;:· j_:-_;-; 
~59 NRITEC6.168) NREGHER~(l) 
1£.0. Foc;~i·lt=IT(: SFiili=l .. E t~CJ: ·', 1.4 .. "' S: 1 [) t.iCi.,., J ..;, .... LAST Fi[;·~:·EO J::c;r;:~:t1L. ') 
IF<t-IPRHJT . EGI. C)) STOP 
2~•9 co:·cT; 1 ;uc: 
DO 2:<:0 l:.=j. 4 
l~f::!TE-:6. :;;:·;:t..;;. 1:. 
ror:~;-inT <....... c:o~:n: ~ ~ 
('•0 ;?:;::~J I '-'L ::0 
J2 = li - ~ ~ (I/2~) 
i·H~:.1TEO:C: .. 2.1.0> I .. (COr.:;:;( T .. . _r .. ;~; .... • J=l .. ,J2) 
2:'i.5Zt FOr:::nr=ti<J.::< .. I.?, 1_>~ .. :lJF:i:~L. 0:. 
228 JFCMODCI,1l). EO. 8) WRlTEC6.2!0) 
r . .;;;:nr:-<.::. 2o.;;. 
FOr::;-j;'1T <: /" SUt·iS E:'T' :;; 
DO 240 !=1,::;;0 
GX F:t.::.; i~i-liTF 
240 h;;;:!TE<6 .. 24~:. I .. (($Ui·iS(I ... _r .. K> .... J=J ... ::;; ... J~=.t .. ..:t). 
244 FORM~TC1X. r:;:~1X,4CF9. O.Fll. O.F~ O.~X):O 
STOP 
:l-A$St·i 
L!ST 
.<i-FOF:T 
Etl.[) 
. IJ F.:•;T FUIIC 
IL HlT2 vr;;;:: 
IN INT2 VAR 
[)1 F.: 
HEA[::O 
COF:R 
hlORI~ 
sur·t:: 
HOL[• 
THiP 
LA'y'(il_IT 
1-:0r:F:Ai.-
ICON 
J:~F.:EAL::• 
Kl·li': IT F. 
@F: 
:tO 
I 
:.1.5 
f'iH 
JtJPUT 
A 
f; 
c 
INT:::: , ....... ..-, •,•nr-.. 
HIT:? '·.·'Fir;~ 
F:EAL '..·'AP~ 
F.:EFiL '·/Fif.~ 
~:EFiL './Fir~ 
RC:Fil., '·/At:~ 
F:E;"ll. '·/FiP~ 
JNT2 '...·'t=if:~ 
INT2 VRr:: 
INT2 \·'R;::~ 
HlT2 VFIF: 
nn:;:· '.,.'Fir.: 
E>~T FUNC: 
LFiE:FI.. 
I IJT2 '•.·'Af.~ 
LAE:F.I ... 
E>-:T FUtiC 
D~T FUI<C 
F:C:Fil_ '-.-'Fi~: 
FCRJ.. \·'Hr.: 
~:EFiL. '..·'AF.: 
NSTART INT? VRR 
JFn: 
NST.Or" 
Nr=·r.:uh 
S'T'S!O 
IST 
1 STC•E"./ 
F~EAL·ER 
E:~-:T FUNC 
nrr:;:· '-.-'F;F: 
I I·H2 \-'FI;::: 
. D~T FUIIC 
nn:::: · . ..-;:;;::: 
I IJT :<: '·/AF: 
E~~T FUilC 
70 
..-.. -.... -C·'--' T ~-_,_. 
PACKER Program 
1 2 3 4 
1234567890 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 (I - N) 
INTEGER*2 IN(260),IL(256),MAP(256),ND(3) 
DIMENSION R(5) . 
DATA ICON, INTAKE, LAYOUTI5, 1,21 ,NDI9,0,0I 
5 6 7 7 
0 2 
C THIS PROGRAM "PACKER": SOURCE FlLE !'INTAKE": OUTPUT FILE "LAYOUT". 
C INTAKE HALFWORDS = 100 I SECOND * 900 = 90000. FOR EACH OF 3 SEGMENTS 
C OF 300 SECONDS NEED.ll7 CYCLES* 256 = 29952 & 48 OF 118TH CYCLE. 
WRITE ( 5, 1) 
1 FOR~lAT( 1 ENTER VALUES: ID, READ, t·lATH, \miTE, PARTAKE. 1 ) 
C EXAI1PLE 1ST CASE, SPEIKER LUCAS: 231,36,69,18,44. 
CALL INPUT(ICON,R(l),R(2),R(3),R(4),R{5)) 
00 2 1=1,5 
IN(I) = 0 
2 MAP(I) = IFIX(R(I)) 
NSTEP·= 9 
DO 50 M=l, 3 
KEEP = 5 
DO 40 NET=l, 118 
IJUMP = 3 + 4 * (1INET) 
READ(l) IL 
DO 3 1=5,260 
3 IN ( I) = I L (I- 4) I 64 
C (1164) * RAWSCORE SETS RANGE 0 - 256: TALK RANGE IS 11 - 250. 
12 = 257 - 208 * (NETI118) 
4 Il = IJUMP 
DO 30 I= Il, I 2, 2 
MD = I • 
IF(IN(I+l) .G.T IN(I) ) MD = I + 1 
I F ( IN (MD ) • L E. I N (r·10- 2 ) ) GO TQ 30 
IF(JN{r10) .LE. IN{I10+2) ) GO TO 30 
IF{IN(!10) .LT. 11 .OR. IN(I10) .GT. 250) GO TO 30 
IF(IABS(IN(I)- IN(I+l)) .LT. 10) GO TO 30 
IT= MOD(MO+l, 2) 
DO 14 JUI·lP=4,8,2 
I JUI1P = I + JUI·lP 
IF(IJUI1P .GE. I2) GO TO 16 
IF(IN(IJU!1P+IT) .GE. IN(l+IT) ) GO TO 4 
14 CONTINUE 
C ENTER SYLLABLE FOR CHILD NEGATIVE, ADULT POSITIVE: CONVERT TO 0 - 100. 
16 A= FLOAT(IN(MO) ) I 2.5 
NN = A 
MAP(NSTEP+l) = NN * (-1)**(\;IT+l) 
MAP(NSTEP) = (I - KEEP) I 2 
KEEP = I 
NSTEP = NSTEP + 2 
ND(M) = ND(M) + 2 
IF(NSTEP .LT. 257) GO TO 4 
NSTEP = 2 
WRITE(2) MAP 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 1=1,4 
40 IN{I) = IN{I+256) 
50 CONTINUE 
NBACK = ND(1) + ND(2) + ND(3) 
C BACK UP TO START OF THIS RECORD, TO RECORD DATA STOPS. 
READ(2) HAP 
DO 60 J=6,8 
60 HAP(J) = M(J-5) 
STOP 
END 
71 
JUGGLE Program 
~c8ATCH 
:tA:SSI·I 
SCRAT 
:f-FORT 
C TH J S Pi?OC;F:At·1: ",TUG" SOUF:CF F J LE "I~OF.:RAI.. " DON Al.l.HJ 
C ,TUG Fihl[:oS F.:FGRFS:SJOi·L T, F', R HI Fif::Olll.T-CHILD TALl( & SCHOOL. 
Il'iPL1CIT HHFGFF.>i-:::: C J-t-D 
Dit·'iF.I-~S10N COt;;:r~(?O .. J:L. 4) .. C0~:(30 .. :l:)_); SUt·1S(30 .. 3, 4), Slli"·1(~~o· .. 3) 
[)JI'"iC::tJ:=;IOt-J. OUT(:1_P,, 4 .. ::n, TAGC8), r:.Ui·1<:;:0, :1.:1> 
Dt"'ITA TAG/' RI..FiC·', 'I( ', 'GJRL·', '5 "", 'I.JHJT', 'E ', 'E:O'T'S',' 
t:•ATA 1-:0RF:AI../J / 
Rfi.J I tJ.(:o I~ORF:F:L 
READ O(Of<:f':AL) COF.:FI, Sllt1S 
DO :100 I( 1 Cl(=j_, 4 
l<:l I(J Cl( - ::O; * (}(! Cl(/4) 
1(2 4 - <KICI(/4) - 2 *' (:j.,..'I(JCI() 
N2 l(lCI( * :;-: 
Ni 1~2 - :1. 
C LORD COF.: I-liTH 5U~1 
DO 5 1 :.'i.=~t .. .1.9 
. _ .. , 
o"\ T; GET 5Ut·1 L I TTLE X'r' . 
J = I:i. + :U. ~, < I:l./:12) 
J2 = 11 - 3 * Cii/12) 
no :.: ,1 =:1., :;; 
3 5Ut·1( L ,J) = 5Ut·1S< L ._r, K:t) + 5Ut·1SC L ,_r, K2) 
DO 5 ,l'-:1., ,T:::: 
5 CORCJ,J) ~ CORA(J,J,K1) + CORACJ,J,K2) 
TN '- 5Ui·1 ( 9, ::n 
DO 7 I::i.=:L :1.9 
I = 1:1. + 11 * CJ:l./12) 
~.T2 :t::L - ::-; ;-J.; ("1 :1./.12) 
DO 7 ,J"-:1 .. , .J:;; 
JJ = J + 22 * (J:l./12) 
7 CORCJ,J) = CORCJ,J)- CSUMCJ,:1) * SlH1CJJ,:l.)) /TN 
DO 2~ 1 =9 .. :1-:J. 
IIDt::CJ.: = 1 - 8 
SL\':? ""' COR(J, J) 
[>0 25 ~Tj =:L f; 
J = Ji + 14 * (J:1/9) 
,Tf(OL :..: ,J :1 - f; *' ( ,J :l./9) 
OIJT(Jj~J,NDEC~)~CORCJ, !)/CORCJ,JKOL> 
S2'T'Co:>;= (co;;:: ( 1, 1 ) - C COR C.L 1 ) >+-~-2) /CO F.: (._L .JI(OL) ) / ( Tl~-2) 
IF(.Jl. GT. 8> J..IRJTE(f., ::;·o> O-:t·L f:.t-1=5, 5), •. TJ 
CII.JTCJ:i., ::::, tlDECI~>=OUTCJ1 ... L tll:oE:·cl~)/(?.:::''>'1.>>:.-··coR(.J, .JI~OL> >*'"'· 5 
20 FORMAT<' JN DO 2~ JJ'-:1,16 DID LINF'J4,' CYCGT=', 14) 
OUTCJ:L :;:, W::OECI()=FF'F:F<J. ,.TIJ-2., OI.JT(.JL 2, l~l>ECI()>I->1-2) 
JF(.Ji. GT. 8) 1-Jf.::JTF(.?,, 20> en;, J.:t·i=7, 7), .J::t 
OUT(,T:L 4, t·W•FCI~)=COFCJ, 1 >.-'<CO;;::(J, .JI.:OL)>I-COF~CL 1) '**·· 5 
lF(J1. G~ 8) NRJTF(6,20) <KM,KM=8,8),J1 
25 COt IT I NUF. 
IJt-::J.TE(G, :;?6) TAG<I-H ), TAGOJ:::·> 
26 FORI-iRTC :1.1-lOTHFF.: Rtlf> 1~11-lf:.Ef<:C;ARH<F.f;::", 4>:, 2R4//:DD 
72 
73 
I.JRl TF(6, 65) 
65 FOF<:I·iAT (..'_t;;/2.1.?(, 'RFAr:O', 32:,.;, ''t·1ATH', 32:>:, 'l·lF~ 1 TE' /:DD 
66 FORt·if=rT ( j.:l.>~ .. :::~ ( ·' 8·" ~ 7:)~ .. ·' T" ~ 7>~ .. 'P·"' , 71~ .. ~ R·' ~ :l J :)~) _..'1.>~) 
68 FORt·1ATC/' CHrLD TALK: ODD 1-I!TH TEF;CHF.R; E'·/EN l.JnH 1·10~HER. '/1X) 
DO 80 I=L 8 
1FCt·10D< I-L 8> . EQ. O> I.JR:r.TE:CG, 66) 
8(1 HF~ITE(6, 9(1) L < COUT< I, ,T, 1(), .. T=J .. 4), IC=L 3) 
90 FORMATCj~, J2,2)~3C?FR 2,F~ J',FR 2,4X)) 
[)0 75 I :..:2J .. 30 
75 
78 
:1.00 
.u 
CORA 
COR 
-5Ui·iS 
SUN 
OUT 
TAG 
J)IJt-1 
KORF:AL 
@R 
@1<1 
:108 
KtCI( 
1(1. 
J..":2 
N2 
N1 
1.:1. 
J 
.J2 
3 
J 
TN 
7 
,T,J 
2!5 
UDECI:. 
J1 
1·1 = i - 22 
DO 75 ,J=1 .. 8 
H = -.:r + 22 
DUMCI,J, >=CORCI,J)/(CORCI,M>*COR(N,J))*~ 5 
I·JR J.TE ( ,;:;, 68) 
I,!F~ I TE < 6, 69) 
FOr.::t·1ATe cor.:F:Et.ATJONS. '/:l.>D 
DO 76 J=23 .. 30 
1-JT<:lTF.C£, 78) 1, <DUN< J, ,r;., . .T=J., 8;• 
FORMATC£X, I2,8FR 3) 
CotHINI.JE 
STOP 
F.Hr:• 
E:>:T FUNC 
REAl. VAR 
REAl.. VAR 
REfit .. VAR 
REAl.. VAR 
REf'! I.. VAR 
r.:EAI.. 1/RR 
REAl .. VFIR 
ItH2 VAR 
E:>;T FUNC 
r:::•;T FUNC 
l..A8EI.. 
JNT2 VAR 
INT2 VRR 
INT2 VAR 
INT2 VAR 
ItJ.T2 VFIR 
LA8EI ... 
INT2 VAR 
INT2 VAR 
INT2 VAR 
LABEl... 
INT2 VAR 
REAl .. VAR 
LAP.F.t.. 
INT2 \.'AR 
LABEL 
JNT2 VAR 
REAL VAR 
INT2 VAR 
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